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Abstract
In this paper, we survey the public presentation between f,vo adaptive routing algorithms:

Link state algorithm (LSA), which is ceirtralized algorithm and Distance vector algorithm (DVA),
which is distributed algorithm. The primary purpose of this paper is to compare tu,o dynamic routing
algorithms. Besides, we represent an overview of these algorithms distinguish similarities and
differences between (LSD) & (DVA). A major part of this paper is to survey these algorithms, and
analyze the results.
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1. Introduction
A router is used to supewise network traffic and detect the better route from

source to destination in a network (Larry, 2003, Aldrew, 2003 ). A router should
have some inforrnation about the network position to canJz any detennination. The
router utilizes the routing algorithms to calculate the better route from source to
destination. A routing is rules rvhich are stored in the router memory. The role of the
routing algorithms is working, determination for the router to deterrnine the best
paths. This paper identifies two cases of adaptive routing algorithms. These are
(LSA) (Andrerv, 2003, James, 2003) and (DVA) (Andrew 2003, Garnbiroza Z0A4),
as well knorvn as globally and un-global routing. In bout the algorithms, every node
has a routing table to save the information around the position of the netu,olk. The
routing tables, like: fixed table, fixed central table and dyramic table can be
established in dissimilar path, relying on the algorithm utilaed (Lary, 2003,
Andrew,2003).
2. Surrrey of routing algorithms

Routing algorithms are dependable for fuilherance the data packets through
routes to offbr a carrying out. In this paper, rve explain the important aspects that
relate to the two cases of adaptive routing algorithm (LSA and DVA). They are
called next-hop routing, these are, all data packet that has a destination node Id and
all nodes ensure adjacent node Id can denote that the following hop to follorv that
packet. The following hop of that node can become uil, in that instance, these nodes
do not recognize rvhere to follorv data packets to that destination. The prirnary
concept in the end comparison between LSA and DVA is introduced and
improvernents for briefly.
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